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Abstract
The data cleaning of electrical power big data can improve the correctness, the
completeness, the consistency and the reliability of the data. Aiming at the difficulties of
the extracting of the unified anomaly detection pattern and the low accuracy and
continuity of the anomaly data correction in the process of the electrical power big data
cleaning, the data cleaning model of the electrical power big data based on Spark is
proposed. Firstly, the normal clusters and the corresponding boundary samples are
obtained by the improved CURE clustering algorithm. Then, the anomaly data
identification algorithm based on boundary samples is designed. Finally, the anomaly
data modification is realized by using exponential weighting moving mean value. The
high efficiency and accuracy is proved by the experiment of the data cleaning of the wind
power generation monitoring data from the wind power station.
Keywords: Electric power big data, Data cleaning, Anomaly identification, Anomaly
modification

1. Introduction
Along with the publication of “the white paper on the development of electric power in
China” [1], has led the research boom of electric power big data within power industry.
Accurate and reliable is essential to ensure the precision of big data analysis and process;
therefore, the quality for power big data raised higher requirements. Data cleaning for
electric power big data can effectively guarantee the correctness, the completeness, the
consistency and the reliability of the data.
Big data of electric power has the characteristics of large quantity, high dimension, and
various modes and so on. It is inevitable to have abnormal data in the process of electric
power data acquisition, so it is necessary to do some amount of cleanup before data
analysis. In the domestic and foreign, the research on data cleaning of electric power big
data mainly has the clustering and correlation analysis [2], the conditional function
dependence [3], the Markov model [4], the DS evidence theory [5]. Most of the data
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cleaning techniques need to rely on the data model itself to construct the abnormal data
identification rules. To deal with abnormal data by deleting or filling of the mean value, it
will destroy the continuity, integrity, accuracy of the data. Comprehensive domestic and
foreign research, the difficulty of the data cleaning for electric power big data
performance in the following: (1)It is not suitable to set up rules of abnormal data
identification for big data, because those electric power big data not only have numerous
types, various characteristics, different carriers and platform, but also have different
resources structures and data quality.[3]proposed a new algorithm for detection and repair
of inconsistent data based on Hadoop framework, but in the processing phase, the
conditional function of relational schema is required to be given to the property set. This
method requires human intervention, and because of complex data relationship models
and data table in a wide variety of information, it is difficult to designate the Function
Dependencies for each relationship. (2)In a data sample, the normal data sample is much,
the abnormal data is little, and the different types of electric power big data is difficult to
be identified by setting the threshold. (3)Data continuity can be compromised when
abnormal data is deleted by usual in the abnormal data processing. (4)When abnormal
data is reconstructed, we need to rely on external sources of data. [6] Proposed identifying
abnormal data by quartile method and reconstructing missing data by using the
neighboring wind farms outputs and multi-point cubic spline. However, identification
method is easy to eliminate the non-recognition of normal data, missing data at the time
of construction of the wind power relies on the nearby wind power data is likely to cause
errors.
Aiming at difficulties of data cleaning for electric power big data, a data cleaning
model for electric power big data based on Spark is proposed. Firstly, the normal clusters
and the corresponding boundary samples are obtained by the improved CURE clustering
algorithm. Then, the anomaly data identification algorithm based on boundary samples is
designed. Finally, the anomaly data modification is realized by using exponential
weighting moving mean value. Compared to some of the data cleaning model for electric
power big data, the model proposed in this paper reduces human intervention, does not
need to set the identification rules based on the data relationship model, the correction of
anomaly data is based on the analysis of the data in the same time series. This model can
eventually be able to clean up the anomaly data in the historical or real time data.

2. Data Cleaning Model for Electric Power Big Data Based on Spark
Framework
Power big data cleaning is the process of correcting the anomaly data in the electric
power big data. Using the Spark framework to build a power big data cleaning model is
divided into the following stages: data preparation, normal sample acquisition, anomaly
data identification, anomaly data modification, revised data storage. Data preparation is to
transfer the data in the traditional relational database to a non-relational database which is
suitable for big data processing, and then load them into the Resilient Distributed Datasets
of Spark. The normal cluster sample which is used to realize the anomaly data
identification based on boundary samples can be obtained by extracting a certain amount
of samples of electrical power big data and applying the hierarchical clustering algorithm
on them. The anomaly data identification algorithm is based on the boundary sample, we
can finish the task of the abnormal data detection of the electrical power big data by the
anomaly identification based on boundary samples. Abnormal data correction is to
complete the repairing of anomaly data in electric power big data. Figure 1 gives a data
cleaning model of electric power big data based on Spark framework, and the cleaning
procedure is as follows:
(1) Data preparation is to store electric power big data into the distributed file system
of Hadoop.
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(2) Reading data from the distributed file system and performing the cache operation to
generate the RDDs, the data can be read into memory.
(3)Using improved parallel CURE clustering algorithm to obtain the normal data
samples.
(4)Select the boundary samples data from normal samples.
(5)Design anomaly data identification algorithm based on boundary samples, and
detects the anomaly data in test samples.
(6) Mark where abnormal data is detected in a sample location.
(7) Modify anomaly data with exponentially weighted moving average model.
(8)Form revised data set and save.
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Figure 1. Data Cleaning Model for Power Big Data Based on Spark
In this paper, several key steps of data cleaning model for electric power big data will
be discussed. Firstly, the normal cluster sample acquisition algorithm based on Improved
CURE clustering is described in detail. Secondly, the selection process of the boundary
sample is introduced, and the algorithm of outlier data identification is analyzed in detail.
At last, the paper introduces the exponential weighted moving mean value to modify the
anomaly data. At the end of this paper, the experimental analysis and verification are
given, and the work of this paper is summarized and the future research directions are
pointed out.

3. Normal Cluster Sample Acquisition Algorithm
Electric power data acquisition devices have data validation capabilities, so the data
collected are most normal data, and fewer anomaly data. And electric power big data has
wide variety types, it is unable to directly construct a single rule or set thresholds for
anomaly data identification. And it is large calculation quantity and low efficiency to do
abnormal identification on the acquired electrical power big data directly. Therefore, we
can obtain the normal cluster sample from the data sample of electirc power big data, and
based on the boundary sample set of the normal cluster, we can identify the history or real
time data. This kind of abnormal identification algorithm does not depend on the data
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attribute threshold and the mathematical model rules, and can improve detection
efficiency.
CURE clustering algorithm by means of eliminating outliers reduce the impact on the
clustering results, so we can carry out CURE clustering algorithm on the test sample to
obtain the normal cluster sample. CURE cluster algorithm is used to delete the outliers in
two stages: the first stage is to remove the outliers in the cluster growth is very slow; the
second stage is at the end of the cluster, data node quantity of cluster significantly less as
the outlier removed. However, the following problems exist in the CURE cluster
algorithm when the outliers are deleted: (1) It is difficult to define the type of growth rate
at the first stage [7], (2) because feature of local data distribution, local data in cluster is
submerged after outliers removed [8].
For the problem existed in the CURE clustering algorithm to eliminate the outliers, in
this paper, we use outlier detection to determine the outlier, which can effectively solve
the problem to define the class of slow growth and local outlier submerged phenomenon.
Related defined as follows:
Definition 1. clustering for each divided data block, and the obtained aggregate of data
is expressed as
, where
represents the central point of the th aggregate,
represents the central point of the ith aggregate,
represents the weight value of
each central point, is the number of data in each aggregate. Therefore each divided data
block can use several
to represent, referred to as the representative point.
Definition 2. Assumed the set of representative point is , the deviation distance of the
central point of each representative point
to any point out of aggregate is expressed as
degree of outlier：
(1)

Using Euclidean distance to represent the deviation distance of one point, a point is
further away from the central point of aggregate, the degree of outlier much bigger.
Definition 3. Assumed the degree of outlier set is , and the decision value of degree
of outlier is defined as:
(2)

Definition 4. Assumed outlier parameter is
，

, the minimum of outlier degree is
(3)

Definition 5. For any
in outlier degree set , if
, then the
corresponding representative point
is the outlier point, its data in aggregate is the
outlier data.
The normal cluster sample Acquisition algorithm based on improved CURE algorithm
is designed as following pseudo code.
//select random points
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for i = 0 to samplesize do
randomPoints.add(sample[random.next(i)]);
end for
//partition pointSet
for i = 0 to numberofpartitions do
repeat
partitionset[i].add(pointset.next());
until pointIndex < pointset.size/numberofpartitons
end for
//cluster subpartitions
for i = 0 to partitionsetsize do
initializecontainers();
initalizepoints()
buildKDTree()
buildHeap()
repeat
newcluster = merge(mincluser,closestcluster)
adjustheap(newcluster,mincluster,closetcluster)
until headsize > clusterstobefound
subcluster = clusterset.getallclusters()
end for
//calculate reducing factory
reducingfactory = calculatereducingfactorysubclass()
//calculate outlier degree decision value
AD = calculateAD(subclusters)
//calculate the outlier level
level = calculateoutlever(subclusters)
for i = 0 to subclusterssize do
if factory[i] > level * AD then
eliminateoutliersfirststage(subcluster)
end if
end for
//clustering the m/q clusters
clusterset = mergeclustersforall()
labelRemainingDataPoints(clusters)
The basic idea of the normal cluster sample Acquisition algorithm: firstly, a random
sample is drawn from data, and the selection of the sample should be representative;
secondly, the samples are divided into several data sets of the same size, and then those
data sets are clustered for the first time, to get the m/q clusters, and the degree of outlier
determination value(AD) and outlier parameter( ) of each point in the cluster are
calculated, then delete outliers that are not satisfying
; thirdly, perform the
clustering on m/q clusters for the second time, meanwhile, delete the cluster in the data
sample that are obviously small; at last, all the remaining data points are assigned to the
nearest cluster, then we will get the normal cluster samples.
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4. Algorithm for Anomaly Data Identification Based on Boundary
Samples
In this paper, we propose a method for anomaly data identification based on boundary
samples. First, we obtain the boundary sample set of normal clusters; then, according to
the anomaly data identification algorithm to detect anomaly data; finally mark and record
the location of the anomaly data.
Anomaly data identification is the process of detecting the anomaly data in the
historical or real time data in the power big data, which is based on the boundary samples
of normal clusters. The boundary sample of each normal cluster must have the
characteristics as follows:
(1) furthest from the normal cluster quality;
(2) Scattered around the normal sample;
(3) represent the shape of normal samples.
The relevant mathematical proofs are given to ensure that the boundary samples can be
scattered around the normal cluster samples.
Proof1: In a triangle, existing a apex located on the perpendicular bisector of the
bottom edge, making the sum of distance between apex and the bottom vertex is shortest,
as well as the perimeter is shortest. Figure2 gives the case of vertex of a triangle in
perpendicular and not in the perpendicular.
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x

Figure 2. The Case of Vertex of a Triangle in Perpendicular and Not in the
Perpendicular
We assume the height of triangle TAB is b, and the value of the bottom |AB|=2a, the
vertex coordinate T is T(x , b). We need to prove that exiting a vertex T in perpendicular
makes the minimum of |TA|+|TB|. According to the formula, we can get that:
(4)

Formulas on both sides of the derivative can be obtained:
(5)
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When x = 0, we can get the minimum value of distance(|TA|+|TB|), the value is
。
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Elliptical Dispersion Point
Proof 2: Existing a point on ellipse makes |MB|+|MC| is the largest, B and C are the
point on the ellipse.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the elliptical data nodes. We assume the value of
elliptical long axis is 2m, the value of short axis is 2n,|BC|=2a, and the farthest point from
BC belong to the straight line MN, |MN|=b, M` is the farthest point that makes
|M`B|+|M`C| is the largest. According to the formula4, we can get that:
(6)

(7)

(8)

After operation process to formula 6 to 8, we can obtain the formula 9:
(9)

By the formula 9 we can get that M` will not in
areas of B and C,
therefore, if you choose B, C as a representative point, M` can also be used as a
representative point, making M`, B, C as a representative point enough dispersion.
In the selection of boundary samples, the characteristics of the boundary sample points
should be kept. The details of boundary sample selection algorithm are explained below：
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Step 1. Calculate the center for cluster k, center point =
and
is the node in cluster, m is the total number of cluster.
Step 2. The first boundary point is the farthest point from the center, and the second
boundary point is the farthest point from the first sample point.
Step 3. The next selected boundary point is the point which is with the max sum of the
distance from the previous two boundary points, the selection will not be terminated until
the selected sample point can represent the cluster k.

Figure 4. A Sample of Boundary Points Selection Process
The boundary points are scattered around normal sample cluster, which can represent
the shape of cluster. Using the boundary sample of normal cluster to identify the anomaly
data from test sample, can reduce the amount of calculation of anomaly identification
algorithm.
The boundary sample set of normal cluster sample is B= {b1,b2,…, bn}, the
recognition radius of normal samples is rs, the sample to be tested is T= {t1,t2,…,tm}.The
boundary sample set is used as a plane detector, and the rule of anomaly identification is:

Where l1 is the minimum distance from the sample point to the boundary sample, l2 is
the maximum distance from points in the sample to be tested and boundary sample, is the
distance from sample to be identified to centroid, r is the recognition radius for normal
cluster samples.
The steps of anomaly data identification algorithm based on boundary sample
described as follows:
Algorithm input: samples to be identified T={ti, i ∈[1,m], m is total number},
boundary sample set B={ bj，j∈[1,n]，n is total number}, the centroid m for normal
cluster sample ki ;
Algorithm output: anomaly sample Q;
Step 1. Calculate the distance from the sample point ti to the boundary sample point bj,
formed a distance sequence dist, dist={d1,d2,…,dn}；
Step 2. Calculate the recognition radius rs for normal cluster sample;
Step 3. Find the minimum value l1 from sequence dist, l1=min(di)；
Step 4. Find the point bk from boundary sample which is farthest from the point ti in
sample to be identification, calculate the distance l2 from ti to bk, l2=distance(ti, bk);
Step 5. If
,
is the anomaly data, if
, then execute step 6;
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Step 6. Calculate the distance from ti to centroid m of normal cluster sample ki,
dim=distance(ti,m);
Step 7. If
then
is the anomaly data;
Step 8. Location the anomaly data in the test sample;
Step 9. Repeat execute step 1 to 8 until all samples have to be identified;
Step 10. Output all anomaly data.
By using boundary sample anomaly identification algorithm, we do not have to set up
the threshold for anomaly data identification, and can avoid the complexity of using data
mode, and can improve the efficiency of the anomaly identification.

5. Anomaly Data Modification Based on Time Series Analysis
Electric power big data is the accumulation of data collection in a certain period of
time. Because of its variety, with the time change generally presents three kinds of law:
periodic variation, amplitude variation is small, slowly increasing type. The effect of
anomaly data in the time series of power big data is shown in two forms: the first one is
the additive outliers, such outliers affect only the moment sequence outliers occur on, but
do not affect the value of the time series. The second one is to update the outliers, which
not only affects the generation of the abnormal points at that time, but also affects all the
measurements in a period of time.
The anomaly data should be analyzed and modified according to the feature and the
forms of the anomaly data. When correcting the anomaly data of electrical power big data
which is in the case of slow-increasing or attenuation, the reference data series will be
selected as the [n, m] interval in the series which the anomaly data is in. when correcting
the anomaly data of the electrical power big data which is periodic, the selected data
series will be the data series of n-periods which includes the abnormal data and the
moment of T which the anomaly data is in.
When the anomaly data is modified, the general method is to use the average number
of the data sequence where abnormal data occur to replace the abnormal data. The
modified value is
(10)

Where
is a weight given to , n is the total number of data sequence. However,
the effect of a sequence of values on the sequence values is attenuated, but not always
.
So we can use weighting moving mean value to modify abnormal data, the modified value
is defined as
(11)

6. Experiment and Result Analysis
In this paper, the “Spark on Yarn” cluster model is used to build a data cleaning model
experiment environment for power big data. We implement this experiment platform
using 6 servers running Ubuntu-12.04.1 operating system with Hadoop-2.6.0, Spark-1.3.1,
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Scala-2.10.5, JDK-1.7.0_79 being installed. One of those nodes is used as Master, and
other five nodes are lave1-Slave5, the configuration of each node is shown in Table1. The
experimental platform is developed in the Idea Scala development environment, and the
results are stored in HDFS of Hadoop.
In this paper, we use the wind power monitoring data of a wind farm as the research
object of data cleaning. The size of this wind power monitoring data is 5GB collected
from 5 wind power generators every second, recorded from February 1, 2012 through
February 29, 2012.
Table 1. The Configuration of Each Server Node
Server
type

Server
number

Memory

CPU
kernel
number

Network
card rate

Hard disk
capacity

Processor
type

Blade

6

6×128GB

6×16

1Gbit/s

6×1T

Intel Xeon
2.00 GHz

In this paper, we will test and verify the accuracy of anomaly identification and
efficiency of anomaly modification of data cleaning model of power big data.
Experiment1. In order to compare the detection rate of outlier detection algorithm in
normal sample, this paper tests several outlier detection algorithms, the experimental
results are shown in Table2. Compared with the Apriori algorithm, the proposed
algorithm in this paper has lower false detection rate in the case of similar detection rate.
Lower false detection rata is good for improving the normal sample quality, and also can
guarantee the accuracy of the anomaly identification algorithm based on boundary
sample. And compared with the original CURE clustering algorithm, the improved CURE
clustering algorithm is improved in both detection rate and false detection rate.
Table 2. Comparison of Outlier Detection Algorithm
Algorithm Name Detection Rate (%) False Detection Rate (%)
K-means
46.78~78.96
5.02~15.45
Apriori
84.3~87.8
8.1~17.4
Original CURE
81.09~85.10
3.47~-5.49
Improved CURE
86.65
2.54
Experiment2. In order to verify the correctness of the power big data anomaly
identification algorithm to identify abnormal data, in this paper, we maintain the number
of nodes in the cluster, and constantly changing the size of the test data. From Table3, the
experimental result shows accuracy of identification can be reached above 90%, the
algorithm can identify almost of anomaly data.
Table 3. The Accuracy of Anomaly Identification Algorithm of Power Big Data
Sample
Number
1G
2G
3G
4G
5G

146

Actual Error Data
Number
28
60
93
116
148

Detected Error Data
Number
29
65
102
118
152

Accuracy
Rate
96.551%
92.308%
91.177%
98.305%
97.368%
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Experiment3. In order to verify the efficiency of data cleaning model for power big
data, traditional data cleaning model and power big data model based on Spark are tested.
Maintain cluster node data is fixed, and constantly adjust the amounts of the sample to be
cleaned, and then record the cleaning time of the different amounts of data sample .Test
results are shown in Table4. Eliminating overhead of task scheduling and network
communication between nodes, the efficiency of data cleaning for power big data based
on Spark is higher than that of traditional single machine data cleaning.
Table 4. Comparison of Single and Parallel Data Cleaning Time
Sample Number Stand-alone Data Cleaning/s Data Cleaning based on Spark/s
1G
5808
45
2G
20160
108
3G
37912
247
4G
62570
357
5G
95067
432
Experiment 4. First, test data sample size is fixed, and then 150000 data is randomly
selected as the experimental test sample, the normal cluster sample number is 5, the
number of boundary samples of each normal sample is 25, 35, 45, 55, 65. In the case of
the number of test sample is fixed, adopting anomaly identification algorithm based on
boundary sample for test sample to test the influence of the number of boundary samples
on the results. The results are shown in Table5.
Table 5. The Influence of the Number of Boundary Samples on the Results of the
Anomaly Identification Algorithm
Sample
Number
15000
15000
15000
15000
15000

Boundary
Sample Number
15
25
35
45
55

Actual Error
Data Number
102
102
102
102
102

Detected Error
Data Number
151
143
136
126
110

Accuracy
Rate
32.450%
28.671%
25.000%
19.048%
7.272%

7. Conclusion
In this paper, some difficulties in the process of data cleaning are discussed, according
to the characteristics of power big data and cleaning difficulties, a data cleaning model for
power big data based on Spark is proposed. This data cleaning model has the following
characteristics: (1) The anomaly data identification is not required for external source
data. (2) A higher accuracy of outliers identification and correction. (3) A higher
efficiency of dealing power big data by using Spark framework. However, the problem
still exists in the selection of boundary sample, that when the number of optimal boundary
samples is reached. The correction of abnormal data is established on the same time
series, the accuracy of correction for anomaly data affected by the outliers in those time
series. In order to solve the above problem, it is need to further explore and improve the
data cleaning model for power big data.
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